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 (1/15/2012 Resend Passwords: The New Generation Password crackers are becoming more powerful and more sophisticated
every day. But that doesn't mean you should give up!I'm trying to make a "curse", and to do that, I need the curse to have a
"timer". The timer isn't working as I would like it to. What I would like to do is that when you get attacked, then the timer

resets, and after a certain amount of time, you receive a certain message (message in SWTOR speak is "A man walks into a
bar..."). The code I have is: Code: // Check if the timer is running. if(timer!= 0) { timer = 0; return; } // A curse has occurred

if(attacker_is_cursed == 1) { message1 = 'Curse upon you'; message2 = 'Curse upon you'; message3 = 'Curse upon you';
message4 = 'Curse upon you'; message5 = 'Curse upon you'; // The timer has reset if(timer == 0) { // Do the message sequence
message1 = 'A man walks into a bar'; message2 = 'A man walks into a bar'; message3 = 'A man walks into a bar'; message4 = 'A
man walks into a bar'; message5 = 'A man walks into a bar'; I don't think the timer will actually be that important, as it's more
important to me that the messages are performed. But I would also like to know if it's possible to perform the sequences after

the time has expired. EDIT: Hey now, I've found a way to make it work by adding a new variable, and adding "true" as value to
it, before the "if" statement. message5 = 82157476af
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